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Week 

No.
Theory Practical session 1 Practical session 2

1 Introduction to histology ----------- -----------

2 Cell overview Microscopes and 

Microtechniques

Microscopes 

3 Epithelium 1 Cell overview Microtechniques 1

(CTC)
4 Epithelium 2 Epithelium 1 Microtechniques 2

(CTC)
5 Epithelium (Glands) Epithelium 2 Epithelium 1

6 Connective tissue 1 Connective tissue 1 Epithelium 2

7 Connective tissue 2 Connective tissue 2 Connective tissue

8 Midterm exam

9 Cartilage Cartilage -----------

10 Bone 1 Bone 1 Cartilage

11 Bone 2 Bone 2 Bone 1

12 Muscular tissue 1  Muscular tissue 1 Bone 2

13 Muscular tissue 2  Muscular tissue 2 Muscular tissue 1

14 Nervous tissue 1 Nervous tissue 1 Muscular tissue 2



Theory Practical 1 Practical 2 ( مجمع الطبية)

a b c

Group 1 12-1 Sun

(وصفي)

10-11 Thu

(أوسط.م)

1-2 Mon

(group 7)

11-12 Tue

(group 8)

1-2 Tue

(group 9)

Group 2 12-1 Tue

(وصفي)

11-12 Wed

(وصفي)

12-1 Sun

(group 10)

10-11 Tue

(group 11)

1-2 Wed

(group 12)

Group 3 1-2 Mon

(وصفي)

1-2 Thu

(وصفي)

1-2 Sun

(group 13)

11-12 Wed

(group 14)

2-3Thu

(group15)

Group 4 12-1 Mon

(وصفي)

9-10 Thu

(أوسط.م)

12-1Wed

(group 16)

2-3 Mon

(group 17)

1-2 Thu

(group 18)

Group 5 2-3 Tue

(وصفي)

2-3 Thu

(وصفي)

9-10  Tue

(group 19)

12-1 Mon

(group 20)

12-1 Tue

(group 21)

Group 6 1-2 Sun

(وصفي)

2-3 Wed

(وصفي)

12-1 Thu

(group 22)

10-11 Wed

(group 23)

1-2 Wed

(group 24)

Time Table



Suggested Histology Reference

Junqueira’s Basic Histology

Text and Atlas

13th edition 

By Anthony L. Mescher



The name "Histology" is derived 

from the Greek word for a tissue 

"Histos", and "-logos" = “the study of ” 

It is tightly bounded to molecular 

biology, genetics, immunology and 

other basic sciences



Cells are the basic unit of structure and 

function in living things

Tissues made up of cells that are similar in 

structure and function (and extracellular matrix) 

which work together to perform a specific activity

Systems are groups of two or more 

organs that work together to 

perform a specific function for the 

organism

Organs made up of tissues that work 

together to perform a specific activity 



Basic Tissues in our body

Epithelial tissue

Connective tissue

Muscular tissue 

Nervous Tissue



 One millimter = 1000 micrometer (µm)

 One micrometer = 1000 nanometer (nm)

Units used in microscopy 



Terminology

 Magnification: is the degree to which a lens, mirror, or 

other device can enlarge an object, or the degree to which 

the object is enlarged. 

 Resolution: is the shortest distance between two points 

on a specimen that can still be distinguished by the observer 

or camera system as separate entities. (dependent on 

wavelength “λ”)

 Contrast: is the difference in light intensity between the 

image and the adjacent background relative to the overall 

background intensity



Resolution



Contrast



Magnification

400 X

200 X



Microtechniques

 Tissue preparation for microscopic examination

 There are different methods but the basic principles  are 

similar

Hardening and sectioning of the tissue

Examples : paraffin and freezing techniques



1. Fixation

2. Dehydration

3. Clearing

4. Impregnation (infiltration)

5. Embedding

6. Sectioning

7. Staining and Mounting (or mounting and 
staining)

Microtechniques



Fixation: Exposing 

the tissue to chemical 

agents (fixatives) to 

preserve biological 

material as close to its 

natural state as possible

Common fixatives:

• paraformaldehyde 

(light microscopy)

• gluteraldehyde

(electron microscopy)

http://www.google.jo/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.pocdscientific.com.au/histology.php&ei=XeTLVMesKsviaoDfgKAM&bvm=bv.84607526,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNGaSHXjUU-LNntRw3J4gFJTnauAtw&ust=1422734803230663


1. Fixation

2. Dehydration

3. Clearing

4. Impregnation (infiltration)

5. Embedding

6. Sectioning

7. Staining and Mounting

Microtechniques



Dehydration, clearing, 

infiltration and embedding 

The aim of tissue 

processing is to 

remove water from 

tissues and replace 

with a medium that 

solidifies to allow thin 

sections to be cut.



Dehydration, clearing, 

infiltration and embedding 
• Dehydration: The process to remove the water (by using 

a graded series of alcohol)

• Clearing: Replacing the dehydrating fluid with a fluid 

that is totally miscible with both the dehydrating fluid 

and the embedding medium (e.g. Xylene for LM & 

propylene oxide for EM)

• Infiltration: the process of replacing the clearing agent 

(inside the cell) with a material that can harden to 

support biological tissue (e.g. paraffin wax for LM & 

resin for EM)

• Embedding: Making the mold (external)!!



(CLEM) bock(EM) block



1. Fixation

2. Dehydration

3. Clearing

4. Impregnation (infiltration)

5. Embedding

6. Sectioning

7. Staining and Mounting 

Microtechniques



Ultramicrotome for 

Electron 

microscopy 

Sectioning 

Microtome for 

Light microscopy 





 The process to place (mount) the tissue sections on the 

adhesive coated glass slides

Mounting 





Freezing technique

 Tissues are frozen using liquid nitrogen

 Frozen tissues are sectioned by cryostat

 It is faster and preserve tissue components 

The quality of the section is poor with more artifacts

While paraffin technique produces intact tissue with less artifacts







Staining techniques 

 The stain is a chemical substance which reacts with certain 

tissue components producing a color

1. Ordinary stains

2. Immunohistochemistry and Immunocytochemistry



Stains .. examples

Standard stain (dye). H & E (Hematoylin & Eosin); 
Specialized stains include PAS, Ag, Aldehyde fuchsin, 
Orcein

Periodic Acid Sciff (PAS) detects glycogen,  
glycoproteins, glycolipids and mucins in tissues

Masson’s Trichrome three colors; differentiates 
collagen, muscle and nuclei

Orcein stains elastic fibres dark brown

Silver stain stains reticular fibres (type III collagen)
A

A

B

C

C

D

D

400x magnification



Basophilia

Basophilic structures are 
stained by basic dyes:

• Basic dyes are positive (e.g. 
Hematoxilin)

• Basophilic structures are 
negative (ex. DNA, RNA, 
ribosomes, RER)

Basophilic = Blue



Acidophilia

Acidophilic structures 
are stained by acid dyes:

• Acid dyes are negative (e.g. 
Eosin)

• Acidophilic structures are 
positive (ex. Proteins, 
collagen, cytoplasm)

Eosinophilic = Pink



Immunohistochemistry

 Rely on the use of antibody directed against molecule of 
interest, usually protein 

 The antibody is usually labeled with a colored substance    



Direct method-

primary antibody only

Goat anti-actin labeled with 594



Indirect method – primary and secondary 

antibodies

Goat anti-actin

Donkey anti-goat labeled 

with 488



Microscopy 

 Light Microscopy 

Transmitted light

 Phase contrast

Wide-Field Fluorescence

Confocal

 Electron Microscopy

Transmission EM

 Scanning EM



Light microscopy 

 The basic functional unit consists of a tube; having an 

objective lens at one end and an ocular lens at the other

 The objective lens enlarges the image of the object in the 

direction of the ocular lens

 The ocular lens further magnifies this image toward the 

observer’s eye 

 The total magnification is obtained by multiplying the 

magnifying power of the objective and ocular lenses 





Phase Contrast Microscopy 

 It uses a lens system that produces visible images from 

transparent objects 

 The structures appear lighter or darker relative to each other

 The light changes its speed and direction when passing in 

different media 

 Useful in tissue culture  







Fluorescence Microscopy 

 Uses ultraviolet light 

 When certain fluorescent substances are irradiated with ultra 

violet light, it emits light

 They appear as shiny particles on a dark background

 Placed in dark room 





Confocal Microscopy 

 Uses laser beams 

 the laser can be moved (scanned) across the specimen as well 

as down into the specimen, it can produce 3D images 

 Can be used in living and cultured cells and tissue sections



http://www.google.jo/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/news/people-skills-training/2011/110125-f-profile-david-becker.aspx&ei=19HKVJ7TBoG3UpGcgagB&bvm=bv.84607526,d.d24&psig=AFQjCNEjTFpLUN2QLVMXrVB9-mqYxIiI_g&ust=1422664514749229


Electron Microscopy 

 Uses electron beams instead of light

 Provides the highest resolution of subcellular structures

 Electromagnets to focus the electrons ( versus glass lenses to 
focus the light)

 Detect by fluorescent screen or photographic emulsion

 Requires ultrathin sections (0.02-0.1 µm)

 Uses hard epoxy resin for embedding instead of paraffin wax

 Ultrathin sections are produced by ultramicrotome

( Diamond or Glass knives)



Types 
 Transmission EM 

 Views the ultrastructural details in shades of gray

 The bright areas of the images are unstained (the electrons passed 
through the sample) and the darker regions are areas which have 
taken up stain and either absorbed or scattered the electrons

 Scanning EM 

 Provides information about the surface of a specimen

 Samples are coated with a gold-carbon film. The electron beam is 
then scanned across the specimen surface and the electrons that 
are reflected off of the surface are captured by the detector

 Views only the structure as a 3D image



SEM image TEM image







Light microscope Electron microscope

Image Color images black and white images

Images produced by Visible light rays Electron beam

Magnification up to 1500x but a wider 

field of view and easier 

orientation

Up to 2,000 000x

Resolution Resolving power to 

0.25µm

Resolving power to 

0.2nm

Time Frozen sections can yield 

an image within 20 

minutes

One day at least

Section thickness Ranges from 1-30 µm Ranges from 0.02-0.1

µm

Specimen placed on Glass slide Copper mesh



Histology is a two
dimensional study
of a three
dimensional reality.
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Types of Tissue Sections (1)
 Longitudinal section

 tissue cut along the longest 
direction of an organ

 Cross section
 tissue cut perpendicular to the 

length of an organ

 Oblique section
 tissue cut at an angle between a 

cross & longitudinal section
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Types of Tissue Sections (2)

 Would you classify the 

egg sections as 

longitudinal, cross, or 

oblique sections?  

 How would the egg look 

if sectioned in the other 

two planes? 

Practice at home.



1     2      3      4     5

1

2
3

4

5

•Slices 1 & 5 miss the 

yolk / cell nucleus

•Cell nucleus is smaller 

in sections 2 & 4

Tissue Sectioning (2)

54
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Tissue Sectioning (3)
 Image A is a cross 

section of elbow 
macaroni, resembling a 
blood vessel, piece of 
gut, or other tubular 
organ.

 Image B is a 
longitudinal section of a 
sweat gland. Notice what 
a single slice could look 
like

A B



Sections cut through a curved tube





Section of Round Solid Object

AB

A
B


